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Tighter Driving
4Laws Proposed

Mrs. Joe Wear
Passes Away
On- Thursday

Vol. LXXVIII No. 201:

Civil eights NI
Still Deadlocked

_ Irvin
director of the
Murray High Schdol band has
announced that the annual band
camp, will begin on Monday,
August 26 at 8:00 a.m.
The camp, which will run
throug h A ugust
, h as been
planned to start the oand off
Mrs. Joe L. Wear oftharlotte,
on the 1957 marching season.
North Carolina, passed away on
FRANKFORT, Aug. 23 M111 — 1 the Youth Authorit
Thursday, August 22 at Metriorial
y Act so that
An 18-point legislative program persons under
Hospital. Her death came from
the age of 18
for tightening Kentucky's motor years can be convicted
a stroke. She was 56 years old
for drivvehicle laws and improving high- ing violations.
and was born in Calloway CounWASHINGTON, Aug. 23 dB
way safety was unveiled ThursDemocrats and Republicans rety. being the daughter of the
The lack of a uniform title
mained deadlocked today over
day by state Public Safety Com- law has long been blamed
late Mr. and Mrs. John P. McPHILADELPHIA V —X-rays
for
the civil rights bill.
missioner Don Sturgill.
the high number of automobile
disclosed today that Stan Musial Elrath. She lived here until 1919
But behind the scenes, House
when the family moved to NashStUrgill submitted the program
thefts in the state and the choice
suffered a chipped fracture of
Democratic leaders were discus11,-.) the State Legislative Research of Kentucky by car thieves
ville.
,
for
the shoulder blade and may be
sing bargaining for a possible
Commission for sudy and pos- disposing of stolen cars.
Some few years later she was
out for two weeks, snapping his
Mrs- AliCt.--Allord.-11119-78--lptishalf-way_ measure between-th '
sible recommendation
to the
Sturgill's proposal calls for the
Married
to
Joe L Wear, whose
Nit:tonal League record_ ,of concompromise on the jury trial sed away Thursdays August 22
General Assembly early Rev.
0.
C.
Markha
Deparrinent of Public Safety to
herne
m
was
also in Murray.
secutive games j?jay,ed.
amendment and the one offered at the Murray Hospital. She is
year.
issue vehicle licenses, now issued
They had .one son, Joe Wear
C. A. Bob Bowman. Cardinal
survived by .her husband, J. B.
by Republicans.
The chief changes called for at the county level. It
Mrs. A. A. Doherty
also calls
trainer, said the chip resembled Jr.. who at the present time is
Alford, .Route 3, Benton; one
House
in the program are the creation for two license tags to
Democra
ts
want
to al. half-bro
a piece of ball about a quarter taking his military training and
be carther, Asher Wilson, Delow
jury
of a uniform title law for the ried by all cars.
trials
in
all criminal troit,
ot an inch long. He said Musial is in the Marines.
Mich.; and .
fou_
___Lejar tines
contem_p
licensing of motor vehicles in
t
involvin
cases_
g
The proposal to
Survivors include her huabaiid,
nend the
couldn't raise his arm because
The Senate version of the bill
Kentucky and the amendment of Youth Authority
her son, one brother,..lotm Mc=
Act was made
of the injury
She was 'a member of the New
would make the jury trial provisince persons under the age of
The X-ray examination was Elrath of Houston. two sisters,
Bethel' Baptist. Church -in. Marsion apply to all criminal.con11 now cannot 'be convicted of
Mrs.
Richard
Booker of Nashordered_ atter Musial apparently
shal County. .The funeral will
tempt cases generally.
any crime of misdemeanor in
be conducted Saturday afternoon
pulled a muscle swinging at a ville and Mrs. Lee Watkins of
Under
the
House
GOP
plan
connection with a driving violaat I:317 o'clock with Rev. J. J.
high pitch in Thursday night's Sarasota. Florida. .She has numfederal
judges
would
be
given
tion.
Gough, Rev, L. V. Henson and.
game with the Philadelphia Phil- erous other relatives in t h e
discretion to grant a jury trial
county.
The program calls for raising
Rev. 0. C. Markham is presiRev. Lioi
lies.
,
c1 Wilson. conducting
in
voting
rights
cases.
The judges the. service. Burial
the minimum age for issuing a
-Funeral services will be held dent of the recently relocated
will be in the
would
be
allowed
to impose a Benton Cemeter
driver's license from 16 to 17
Saturday morning at the Myers Baptist Bible,
An outstanding year for the
Institute of Mayy.
CURING NEWS
Park Methodist Church in Char- field. He succeeded Dr. W. A. top penalty, of a MO fine. 90
years. and for mandatory re- Murray Parent-Teachers AssociaFriends may call at the Linn
days in jail, or both, without a
vocation of the operator's permit tion is underway as the Officers
Funeral Hume in Benton until
Western Kentucky — Partly lotte with the pastor, Dr. C. C. Sloan. who retired at the close jury.
Herbert, conducting the iervice. of school last May and moved
of a father or guardian who and committees complete their cloudy, dry and a
the funeral hour.
little warmer
•
knowingly allows an under-age plans for the coming year.
today and tonight with chance Harry and Bryant, undertaking to Louisville.
Southern Democrats have de.
„
A match play gulf tournament child to operate
establishment, is in charge of
General officers elected last of a few thunderstorms
Mr. Markham has been con- nounced the GOP comprom
car 'without a
extreme
ise as
•will be played at the Murray license.
arrangements.
Spring are as follows: president, west tonight. High today
nected with the - Baptist Bible a -bargain basement"
85 to
proposal
Country Club beginning August
It also calls for a new violation Mrs. A. A. Doherty: vice-presi- 90, low tonight 85. to 70. Partly
Institute from the time of its and a "legal monstrosity."
Some
25 and continuing through Sep- to be
organization at Clinton, Ky., in key senators said it
added to the point system dent, Mrs. James C. Hart; secre- cloudy, warm and windy with
would never
tember 30. There will be three for
1949, having served first as Ex- be accepted by the Senate.
motorists covering racing. tary, Mrs. Edwin Larson; treas- scattered thunderstorms Saturday,
flights, championship, first and
ecutive Secretary-Treaturer and
and bearing the same penalty as urer, Mrs. Frank Dibble; members turning cooler by night. Highest
Rep. Emmanuel Celler (Dsecond flight.
of Board E-Officiti, W. Z. Carter, 85 to 90. Humidity' will range
reckless driving.
later as deah. He came to the N.Y.), House Democra
tic floor
The championship flight is as
Superin
from
tendent
;
30
W.
B.
Bible
Moser,
to 35 per cent this
The program propos:se a comInstitute from Hickman, leader on civil rights,
also opfollows: Alfred Lindsey and GarFred
Schultz,
afternoo
*Dennis
n
Taylor.
to 80 to 90 per cent
Kentucky. where he had served posed the GOP
pulsory yearly safety check of
plan, but kept
net Jones, Verne Kyle and James all
CORAL
GABLES
Other
tonight.
tears
,-tree A. B. Austin
Fla. — Mrs. as pastor of the First Baptist the door
The University of Kenairs and trucks using Kenopen for a possible
Frances Jeanette Woodward Mc- Church since
Lassiter. Hal Houston, Jr.. sad
1939.
haelky highways, and the phy • School Chairman, Mn. Joe Pat tucks advises closing barns (tentcompromise.
Dougal
'of
Murray,
Ward. 'secretary. Mrs. 'Al fit e d ing the day.
Ky., received
Frank Holcomb. Charlie Costello sical
A native of Pulaski, Taus.,
reexaminati,
n of drivers
,
• -and
-1
ooeration had
a, master • of music degree in
Young. Carter Elementary School
Other congressional news:
Price Lassiter, Bernard Bell every four years.
Mr Markham had his training
reached a -death of 2790 feet
voice
from
the University of
Chairma
Weather
n,
Mrs.
:
'and Maurice Ryan. James "Jives'
Rep.
Harry
Whayne
John
:
Fogarty
E.
It provides a severe mandayesterday according to latest reMiami. following the close of at State Teachers College. Mur- (D-R.1.1 said
secretary. Mrs. Thomas HoganLassiter and Bill Nash, Gene tory penalty
he has his fingers ports. The drillers
fresboro, Tenn., and' at Union
for any person who
are making
UM's first summer session last
crossed
camp; and Murray High Chairthat
T.andolt and Jim Pierce, John operates a motor
storms
will .strike about four feet an hour
By United Press
as they
vehicle while man, Mr.
month. She is the daughter of University, Jackson. Tenn. Dur- just on
Russell Johnson and
week
Ouertermous and Louis Ryan. his license is
days from 9 a.m. go through a slightly
ing his student days he taught
Kentucky — Temperatures for Mr. and Mrs. John
softer limesuspended or re- secretar
E.
Woodwa
to
rd,
5
p.m.
y.
Those are the only stone than they have
Dale
Alexander and
.the five-day period, Saturday 502 Brad St.
in the schools of his home county
Charles voked, and a maximum sentence
been meetThe first joint meeting will through Wednesd
the
Weather
Robertson. Jack Belote and Al of six months
Bureau's ing. '
and served in various paStorates hours
ay, will average
for anyone who
A
graduat
e
of
Keiser
High
storm
be held in the Murray High near the Kentuck
warning service will be
Koertner. Douglas Wallace and obtains a duplicat
Interest in the drilling remains
in Middle and West Tennessee,
y normal of 74 School. Keiser, Ark. Mrs.
e after suspen- School auditori
Mcoperating, Fogarty said, because high in the area
Wednesday. degrees, except one
um
PeX Alexander
Robert Hahs and sion or revocation of their
near Penny
to three de- Dougal received a bachelor of including Brighton, Tenn. Along
operaSeptember 4. at 2:30 o'clock.
a House-Senate conference com- and at least 'two
11usro Wilson, Garnet Jones and tor's permit.
grees below normal in the south- music educatio
oil companiet
n degree in 1955 with his duties at the Institute, mittee has
trimmed
pan Robinson. B•1 1 Graham and
have
its
eastern
bought
budget
section.
oil rights in the
Little day-to-day and a bachelor of music degree he still serves as supply pastor
Written examinations would be
• 1. K. Pinkley. Al Kioo a n d required for all
change in temperature predicted. in voice in 1956.
churches throughout this area to a "totally inadequate" $100,- area.
truck drivers,
She attended
000
this
year.
Drilling
He
Henry Fulton, Joe Littleton and and a study made
told
Precipitation will • average less Arkansas State
the House
is continuing on a
of a proposed
College, North of Kentucky, Tennessee, Iljnois. that'the
weather bureau needed twenty-four hour basis and about
than one-tenth inch in a few Texas State
liaaron West.
special license for anyone drivCollege and Murray Missouri and Arkansas.
$372.000
just
one-half
to
of the proposed distance
maintain its presscattered showers Saturday night State College.
The losers of this flight will ing a true)'.
Mr. Markham • came to the
ent warning system.
has been reached. The contrict
,1,1,1 a consolation flight.
Mrs. McDougal is a member presidency
as
one
Bet:ie King died last or Sunday in the west portion,
Mrs
who
is
calls
for
about 6.000 feet
The second flight pairines are
night at 8:15. at her home near and near two-tenths of an inch of Sigma Alpha Iota, national thoroughly acquainted with Bible
Budget: Sen. Warren G. Magus follows: Cody Caldwell and
Beach Grove, after an illness of in scattered showers in the east- music sorority, and the Opera Institute -work and In sympathy nuson (D-Wash.) said he woul.•
ern sections about Sunday ,or Guild. She plans
Ed Frank Kirk. Joe Spann and
three days. She was 82 years
to teach in with those whose educational introduce legislation to make the
Muyiday.
J. H. Shackelford, Don Hutson
Florida.
training is retarded for lack of' federal budget
of age.
year conform
.
and Robert Huie, Bill Solomon
formal 'schooling at the conven- the calenedar year.
She is survived by one daughHe also wants
and Ed Settle, J. E. Diuguid and
tional high _school and coikege Congress to hold
ter. Mrs. Junitk Branson of St.
an annual sesFRANKFORT le — Bass fishJohn Pasco, Stark Erwin and
age. He also hopes to provide at sion from Novemb
KITZINGEN. GERMANY — Louis. Mo.; one son. Miles King
er to Decem- ing in Kentucky's
H. C. Corn. Ralph McCuistion
major lakes
the Baptist---Biblq:
,.Institute op- ber to act on the federal spend(AHTNC) —Army PFC Glen B. of St. Louis. Mo.; two sisters,
has been showing improvement
and Ace McReynolds, John Scott
portunities fur feather training ing program.
Gibbs, son of Mr and Mrs. Sallie and Jennie Scott of Beach
Magnuso
n's
proposwith
prospect
and Waylon Rayburn. Conrad
s for anglers this
among Sunday School and other al would. require
Virgil N. Gibbs, Route 1. Murray, Grove community; two grandthe President weekend rated as good by the
Jones and Bill Thurman, Robert
church workers of this vicinity. to submit his budget
Ky., recently was graduated from children and one great-greatto
Congres
state
s
Department. of Fish and'
Holland and Tommy D. Taylor,
Mr. Markham's family, whose by July 15 for the
the 10th Infantry Division's Non- grandchild.
fiscal year Wildlife Resources. .
Continued on Page Six)
home is now in Clinton, will starting Jan.
Commissioned Officer Academy
The funeral will be held at
1. Under the present
SEATTLE, Wash. an —Sparked and never r even
Temperatures at'the state's
knew I went move later to Mayfield. His wife, system
at Kitzingen, Geimany.
two o'clock Saturday at t
Congress gets the budget various lakes have dropped
to fighting fury by a surprise down," said the
from
champion later. the former Miss Annie C. ParA rifleman in Company' E of Beach G r ov e Presbyterian second-round knocidown, world
Jan.
20
for
the
fiscal
year s'art- two to five degrees.
"AU I remember is getting rish, long time teacher at Bethel
the division's 86th Infantry. Gibbs Church with Bro. E. R. Ladd and heavyweight champitiin Floyd Pating
July
1.
Crappie was rated as the top
up and fighting back."
College
Hopkinsville, has
in
received instruction in leadership. Bro. Donald Brom. Burial in the terson floored Pete
Power: Six Northwest se sators catch at Lake Cumberland with
Pete 15 Pounds Heavier
many
friends
pupils
and
this
in
map reading and other miiltary Beach Grove Cemetery.
seven times Thursday night and
took another, crack at the Fed- bass being taken by casting ,and
Patterson, who weighed only communi
ty, and his son. Charles,
The pallbearers are: Jeff Arm- finally knocked out the audacious 187 compare
Mrs. W. A. Cathcart died in subjects.
eral Power Commission. They trolling. some fair catches of•
d with 202 for Rade- a senior music student at
MurThe
22-year
old
strong,
Howard Austin, Willie R. Amateur in the sixth round of macher, had things
soldier enterKansas City, Missouri at .11:00.
his own way ray, 1957-58, is well known- to proposed a sweeping revision of bluegill were also .reported.
ed
the
Army
in
May 1956 and Bean, Willie Murdock, BlaMe their title fight.
Kentucky lake reported bass ..
She was 78 years of age.
from there in.
many Mayfieldians as choir di- the Federal Power Act to give a calches
-increasing on fly fishing
She is survived by one daugh- arrived in Europe the following Pas•chall and Wayne Gupton.
congressional veto power over
In the greatest massacre since
Referee
Tommy
Loughra
n
gave
rector
at
Point
High
Baptist
Novembe
r.
Friends may call at the Max Custer's last stand.
and casting. Many white bass
ter, Mrs. Olo Mae Collie of Kancommission licensing
Rademac
both
the
her
first
and
"infersecond
round
Church.
He
attended Murray State Col- Churchill Funeral Home until
sas City. Mo.; one brother. Myron
took an even more severe pasting to the challenger — but when
ior" private dam projects. The have been taken in the jumps.
the funeral hour.
The catch of white bass was
Cathcart of Austin. Texas; four lege.
than did Tommy (Hurricane) the fifth round came along and
six lawmakers are all advocates
still small at Dale Hollow but
brothers, Ira, Alfred, Jim Keel
Jackson when the latter lost Patterson pole-axed the chalof a "high" federal Hells Canyon
good results from night jishing
of Calloway County and
to the champ only three weeks lenger (our times, the referee
dam which was rejected by the
John
for crappie wag the report from
of Frankfort.
ago.
scored the round 10-0 for the
House Interior Committee.
Herrington Lake.
Mrs. Cathcart was a member
But the upstart Rademacher. champ.
of the Church of Christ. The
making his first start as a pro- ' The end carass after 2:57 of
fessional, had the satisfaction of the sixth. Rademacher went down
funeral will be held at 2 o'clock
decking the champ before the from a sharp right to the jaw.
Sunday afternoon. Burial in
the
roof caved in.
Elm Grove Cemetery.
When he lumbered to his feet
One wild swinging right floored after a count of nine, Patterson
Friends may call at the
Max
Patterson in the second round dunned him with a swinging
(7hurchill Funeral Home after
8
for a four-count.
o'clock Saturday morning.
right and then a combination
"I never knew what hit me right and 10ft sent him to the
The Murray Little League Alifloor for keeps.
Stars swept both halves of a
•••••••••••••
•
*144
Outside of that second round. twin bill at Benton last night.
when the champ was on the In the first game the Murray
floor, the 16.961 fans who paid "B" Team, composed of ten and
$243,030 to watch the uneven eleven year old players, combinbattle, didn't have much chance ed an eleven-hit 'attack with a
to cheer for their home-state no-hit pitching performance to
The Kirksey FHA chapter met lad.
shut out the Benton "B" Team
recently to work in the home
But they couldn't fault the 6-0. The no-hit pitching perBy UNITED PRESS
economics. A complete inventory former foOtball player
on his formance was a collaborative efof the home economics equipment courage. Nobody had
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
expected fort by Rick Tidwell and Don
was
.taken
and the files were him to win; and most had thought Faughn, each of. whom pitched
cloudy and a little warmer today
arranged in orderly fashion for that he would go out in a
and ton.ght with chance of a
round three innings. Faughn had three
the
years
work. The denertment or two. But he kept getting up hits, and Andrus.
few thunderstorms extreme west
Rose and Miller
was
thorough
ly cleaned for the and going for more.
tonient. High today 85 tO 90,
had two hits each for the winopening
of school on Monday.
...low tonight 65 to 70 Partly
"When a man with an axe ners. Murray played errorless
Those present were Leona starts chopping at you, sooner
cloudy, warm and windy with
ball.
Lawrence, Kay Tucker, Darrylin or later you are bound to go,"
scattered thunderstorms Saturday,
In the nightcap the Murray
Treasr,
Judith Imes, Annette was the way Rademacher sum- "A" Team backed
cooler Saturday night.
a three-hit
•
Palmer, Bettie Smith, Lorna Ross:' med it up after the fight.
TOUCHING American soil for the first time in In years, the Rev.
pitching job by Red Howe with
SACK IN WASHINGTON after a 10-day vacation at his Duck IsGlirula Suiter, Nancy Bazzell,
Floyd Denies "Carrying" Pete
John A. Houle, Si., arrives in San Francisco with his mother,'
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures:
ten-hit 'bating attack, which inland retreat in Lake Ontario, Secretary of State John. Foster
.Sandra Bedwell and the new
Mrs. John H. Houle (left). At the right is his Aster, Mrs. Ruth
It appeared that after the cluded three home runs, to notch
Covington 60, Louisville 62. PaDulles (left) is met by Undersecretary of State Christian Herteacher, Mrs. Mary Hull.
Reneger. Father.Houle, 42, of Glendale, Calif., went to China in
third round, the champion could a 14 to 2 victory'. Blackburn.
ducah 58, Bowling Green 80.
ter. President Eisenhower waa to send Dulles to Capitol Hill to
Three FHA mothers, Mrs. Vir- end Sit any time he wanted. But
1947 to do missionary work, and was Imprisoned by the Chinese
'Lexington 63. London 56 and
Faughn, and.R. Danner smashed
nuke an 11th-hour plea for more foreign aid funds. Dulles said,
don Tucker, Mrs. Octis Bedwell Patteeson denied that.
Reds on charges of "imperialism" and "ideological sabotage." Ho
)'lookin.sville 57
hornets. The ten hit attack inCI don't feel gogd".about congressional cuts.
(international)
and Mrs. Kenneth Palmer were
was reunited with his mother in Honolulu after being released
"Rademacher is an Olympic cluded two hits each by BlackEvansville, Ind., 59.
also present.
by the Chinese Rods. ._
Dembnoed on Page SIX)-- burn, D. Danner, and R. Danner.
anternalkoua Soloidpettlett--
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St. Louis Moans,
Musial Is Out

Big Year Is
Planned By
Murray PTA

'Match Play Is
Planned At
Country Club

OWN
g

Murray High Band
Camp Date Is Set

MITI?A'Y'POTITLATION 10,100
svma

II

1.98

Benton Woman
Dies Here

Rev. Markham
President Of
Institute .

l

Drillers Hit
2700 Feet
Thursday

Jeanette McDougal
Receives Masters
Degree

e

Five Day Forecast

STANI

Mrs. Bettie King
Dies After Illness

W Ol
e
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Glen B. Cibbs
Academy Graduate

OF

Bass Fishing Is
Said Improved

Heavy Champ Keeps Title,
Slaughters Unknown Fighter

51.19
NSHINE

,CKERS
1. 25c

Former Resident
Dies In Missouri
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aademacher

Murray Little
League Stars
Win Twin Bill
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-THRIEDGER & TIMES Rademacher
Has No
Fight Plan

FRIDAY — AUGUST 23, 19L

Ten Years Ago Today

Lew Burdette Is Another Reason Those Braves
Are Steadily Holding Own in Nat League

PUBLISHED BE LEDGE2 5 TLMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Ike.,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway TiMell. and 'The
()ctober 30, 1928, and the West Kentuckian. January
1112.

Ledger & Times File
_
Funeral services were conducted this morning at 10
o'clock at the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home for Mrs. Helen Booker, 60, who died Wednesday
JAMES C St ILLIAJILS, PUBLISHER
night.Eld. C. C. Lancaster officiated.
It Was About This Time Last Year That Lew'
The. spacious and beautiful lawn of II. T. Waldrop
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
on Main Street, was the setting last night at 6 o'clock
sr Public Voice items Which in our opauors are not tee thIlls best
Went Into Tailspin To Help Lose The Glag Bell,
By HAL WOOD
siterest af our readers.
for the annual Rotary Ann night, an occasion at which
U n ited Press Sports Writer
By FRED DOWN
all Rotarians have the opportunity of entertaining their
the .year. and Sehoendienst, who
lli a
NATIONA
REPRFSBNTATI e FAS: WALLACE WITMER CO.. UMW
— ChidSLATTLE,
United Press Sports writer
had three hits in all, bashed his
wives and guests. As the members arrived at the enMonroe. Memphis. Tenn; 250 Plait Ave.; New York; 307 N. Michigan lenger Pete Rademacher, a lean
Add Lew Burdette to the rea- 14th homer in the fifth. The
trance to the formal garden they were greeted by Mrs.
aye. Chicago; 80 Bolyston St.. Bolton_
'",1
.
2111-pounos Ol tiandog farmer, sons the Milwaukee Braves are Braves now have ,
beaten the
Waldrop and club president, C. 0. Bondurant. Wiled at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranariussion as said Lousy he ha* mid "flealuie - steadily driving those nails into Dodgers 10 times in 17 meetings
A thermometer in front of- Jones Drug Store which
plans for his la-round heavy- the coffins of their National and six different
pitchers have
Second Class Matter
registers up to 120 degrees gave up the fight today as
weignt cliampionship bout with League rivals!
victories. over
t'he ' dennding
Another. in Douglas
i moopies-mor-Ita.vis, al
the. mercury.. siisivbed,
.,. carpet ;FLAIL/Tea, age teeisk.,•319ir. DM klions5--RIMAnlasinia 0
-,
020.9"
ills Isazss,00144liatigasisidgAghb...„4:,vtL..- ,-, -,,t__
r _
,.....4.....m.4
eiffirpertritifraenr eleimrett'129 _degrees. Both
.
_INPRIIIItleM1111.11:81.1"lg, Mad
00UntlAK /At Y-Pkr VAL Aim'IY -.brz ‘
that
the
"11/1 "
Tse
- 1111'
1aill
*-Jcantroisereiel
'
111"111.1.11 _YeMe•--agatirtaingitatn'a-two-doubies; -- NEW - YOK/E---1111-----=--her- weie-̀iii the sun.
- • te---- Wdlnitt - cvalt and —See how right-hander -went into a tail- a 11.ttncr by Ken
Abaft WO.Boyer and a weights Bobby Bell and Lulu
Patterson wanted the bout to stars
The Faxon Homemakers Club held its annual club
that contributed to t h e triple tiy Al Dark sparked an Perez, who ...aidist to a draw
go — cautiously or a slugging
FRIDAY — AUGUST gr 1957
Braves' 'failure to. win the flag. early Cardinal attack that rout- in their TV i•s-rounder at St. picnic at the city park in Murray on Saturday, August
match.
Lew finished the 1950 'season eet 16-game winner Jack -San-- Vivito-1as Arena Monday night, 015. Mrs, Lora Parker is president. of the club.
fillfdP
.
"1 have no definite pre-conMr. and Mrs. James E. Collie- and children are visiteeived plan 01."tue,..- said the with a 19-10 record but he won ford. Billy Muffett gained credit were rematched today for the
A BIRLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Ally three fames after Aug. 22 fur his second win when he shut same ring 8n Sept. 9.
ing their parents and other relatives during their vacason-spoaen ex-Army lieutenant. as
the Braves faltered in the out the Phillies for the last four
Bell of Youngstown, Ohio, al- tion period of the University of Indiana. They reside in
He will no suffer thy foot to be moved;
"lhe only time I tried that
innings after they knocked out though favored at 12-5, barely Bloomington and Mr. Collie will begin his assistantship
he that keepeth thee will not slumber.
belore, in the amateur rinks, 1 stretch.
Larry Jackson. Stan Musial went managed to eke out a draw when the fall term opens.
got hexed."
Psalm 121:3.
It appears that , there'll be

Perez
To meet In
ptember

a
l

ismakrit

f4

1

'64
1
a5la
t
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1

no 0-for-3 for the Cardinals and
But exluding confidence from late slump this year,
however, 4,,,,,s. the game in the fifth with
every pore, Use former Wash- for Burdette, who whipped
the • an ailing left shoulder.
ington State football player and
Dodgers, 6-1, 'MorsBob Friend scattered nine hits
Olympic - heat)weight-'Brooklyn
current
day night to keep the Braves' as the Pirates extended the Redboxing champion, wasn't a bit
642-game lead intact. The Si, legs' _losing skein to the longest
aorned about wnat lay ahead.
As a matter of fact, we aren't Louis Cardinals beat the Phila- •if the NL season. Gene Freese
saikiha past this bout an any delphia Phillies. 6-5, the Pitts- and Frank Thomas had three
way," he pointed out, "but we burgh Pirates dealt the Cincin- lads each for the Pirates and
ati. R8e-d3lega
s nd
thetih
r elON
the-41
. straight Dick Groat had a triple.
already have many offers for inos4
CURBING INFLATION
the future."
Mays Hits 28th Homer
defeated
the
• Both the Patterson and Rade- Giants
Chicago '
Willie Mays boosted his aver_
caluthen
Nato-m.1
light
Cubs.
set
camps
6-2,
in
matcher
the
other
alter Reuther, heed of the powerful Automobile
.
age to .332 wits his 38th homer
and long walks as the urcier League games.
Workers Vlitor
—I;5a8 proposed that the three-reading of the day as they awaited - -The New ...aioris Yankees fd, ' and two doubles to lead a 10automobile manufacturers ut,•=prices on new 1958 model the weighing - iln ceremonies creased their American League hit Giant attack that handed
cars an average of $100.00 per- air with the promise the Thursday at noun p.s.t. Rade- spread over the idle Chicago .strikeout whit Dick Drott his
macner said he expected to come White Sox with an 11-4 victory 10th loss. Ray Crone won his
.union will modify demands lor wage increases when the
over their "'country
cousin" sixth game for the Giants alpresent contract expires sometime next year.
ndsd-Lizens Kansas City Athletics while the though he needed help from Jim
--"tung
iiietrsato
svh2
sonu,ixl
InPaattle-rar
The proposal could be a -booby trap," but if it is of autographs for -buys front Boston Red Sox drubbed the Constabre—anff Mary Grissom.
scnoul visiting his train- Cleveland Indians 11-3.' and the
Harry Simpson's grand slam
ere it. is worthy of serious consideration. Even if it adignearby
set-up, said he tigured he Detroit Tigers dodrned the Baltir hunter was the big blow as the
trap it will hurt the union more-than manufacturers was m flat as good condition more Orioles. 4-0. .. ,
Yankees whopped the Athletics
now as • ne was fur the Tommy
for the 17th time in 20 meetings.
eutner's duplicity is revealed.
.
12th For Burdett.
last
Burdette, who hadn't beaten Jerry Lumpe. also had three 'hits
usiness proposals-of such magnitude are usually &c- iHurrican• yacksion bathe
month
the Dodgers at Ebbets Field since 'to help' Johnny Kucks win his
c
panted by More specific terms tnan Reuther has men-Aug: 31, 1955, did it Friday night eighth game. Wally Burnette
tied. Manufacturers would like to know, for instance,
behind an 11-hit attack that in suffered his ninth defeat Coincluded homers by Ifank Aaron Pared to six victories.
h* Much of a cut in labor cost will accompany the
Ted 'Williams snapped out of
and Red Schoendienst. It was
$100.ou price cut, for it isa well known fact that payLew's fourth victory in his last his two-day slump to go 2-for-4
roll expense runs ahead of material Costs.
five decisions and his 12th• tri- And raise his ,average to .386 in
The Red Sox' rout of the Inumph of thi
--Stiil tt prompt acceptance of the proposal, with de-year. ,
Aaron sent the Braves o f f dians.- Mike Fornieles carried a
tails to.be det'ermined by arbitration, would prove a
winging against Sal Maglie in .shutout into the ninth to win
step towards curbing infla,tion which is reducing the
the first inning when he smash- thi. eighth .game while Early
ed a three-run homer, No. 35 of Wynn suffered his 15th defeat
value of the dollar for the worker as well as the buyer,
-NEW YORK IP — The Giants
—
leave New York with the best
pennant-winning record Ad any
team in the National League.
•
During the 'modern era of
baseball (starting in 1904.0, the
Giants won 15 pennants and
live world championships. They
_
. .
also finished first twice during
the "Gaslight Era" — in 1888 and
By UNITED PRESS
,1489.
club
league
rnajur
I The only
With a betTer pennant-winning
W L Pct. GB
L Pct. G• B
:vcord is the New York Yankees. Milwaukee
*Nevi York
75 42 650
74 45 619
Most successful of all Giants' St. Louis
gi, Chicago
71 48 .597
61.2
68 52 567
•:.anagers was the 'legendary John 131.0,41ye
63 56 529 14 1a
7 7 Boston
68 54 562
McGraw, who guided the team , Cincinnati
60 60 .300 18
61 59 508 131 2 Detroit
10 National League pennants Fhiladelphia
57 61 483 20
61 59 54)8 13,, Baltimore
snd five world chaminoriships.
57 64 471 21 la
58' 66 468 18', Cleveland
New York
Since McGraw took command i Chicago
Kansas City
47 7.4 .388 31 la
46 71 393 27
-1 the Giants during the 1902 Pittsburgh
46 74 .383 32
44 74 373 29'2 Washington
-eason, they have had only five
mianagcrs. McGraw was succeeded
luring the 1932 campaign by
Bill Terry, Mel Ott took over
Boston 11 Cleveland 3
•he team in 1942: Leo Durocher New 'York 6 Chicago 2
Detroit 4 Baltimore
r••placed him midway during the Milwaukee 6 Brooklyn I. night
New York 11 Kansas Cit). 4
. and Bill Rigney has St. Louis 6 Philadelphia 5.
ia48 season,
Only games scheduled.
managed the club - pr the past Pittsburgh 8 Cincinnati 3, night

If we commit our ways to Him we maynote providential guidance in our lives that
we no not underetand at the time. There is a
destiny-that shapes our ends rough hew them
as we may.

•

• W

•

Giants Leave
Top
Flag Record

Read The Ledger Sports Page
For The Best In Sports

Goodwill Used Cars

Yesterday's Results

Yesterday's Results.

AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

two seasons.

Today's- Games

Today's Games

RURAL FREE DELIVERY

1 - 4-boor Starchief
Fully equipped, pow. r
with :1 carburetors.
1 - 4-Door Chiefton,
heater. Hydra.
1956 Ford Fairlane
door. K at 11, Fur.:
matic. 2 tone blue,
1.1 .t.1.00 miles.

-

1956 GMC Pickup
)(cater. V-ri Engine, Hydromatic:
1954 Pontiac 2-Door
Heater and hydra., Kv.
tji-,'r-I-. -harp.
1951 Ford 2-Door
1950 'Pontiac 4-Door
42.000 mil' -

1-4-Door Starchief,
fully equipped, less powi r.
- 2-Door Chiefton,
..• or, standard shift.

Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, night
LOS ANGELES IP — The Milwaukee at Brooklyn, night
Automobile Club of Southern Chicago at New York. night
California offers a variety of St. Louis at. Philadelphia, night
itelp to motorists. Auto club
',arse Mrs. N. R. Steely delivered
Tomorrow's Games
a • baby in the' courtyard of the
'club building recently. Carl E. Mila atikec at Brokolyn
pones had lost a race with the Chicago at New York
1 pturk while taking his wife. St. Louis at Philadelphia
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Elizabeth, to the hospital: ,

Boston at Chicago, night
Baltimore at Kansas City, night
Washington at Detroit. night
Nev. York at Clevelandonight

Tomorrow's Games
Boston at Chicago
Baltimore at Kansas City
Washington at Detroit
New York at Cleveland

•
AUG. 25-26
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TERRY TOWNSEND, 14, of Anderson, 1..d , was the happiest
boy in the country as he posed
with the trophy after winning
the 20th All-American Soap
Dos Derby before 70,000 in
Akron. He also won a 55.000
(international)
er.nolarship.

le•••••••••

ON
STAGE

•

IN
PERSON

Mr. "Blue Suede Shoes" Himself

R. L. Caver, Administrative
Assistant of the Calloway County
Health Department, announces
the grades of milk offered for
sale in the City of Murray. The
grates are in accordance with
the 1953 edition of the Public
Health Service Milk Ordinance
and Codes adopted by the City
of Murray.

Nashville Pure Milk Company
Nashville, Tennessee
Grade "A" Pasteurized

•41;8•PT

ROESST 0 r408
a ROBERT BuCKNER

SHOULD ELVIS LIVE OR DIE?
See Contest Details on Other Pages

Health Department
Announces •
Milk Grades

CARL
PERKINS

SMITH

To;

•

and His Rockin' Stage Show
TUESDAY - AUG. 27th
•

•

Smitl
able
tone

Win Murray Drive-In Passes.ion
"Scotsman Day" Contest
See

Half

Page

Ad

This Issue

•

:a

- 1953 Buick_ 4-Door
Special, Ky. license,

YOUR Natural Gas System

1951 Chevrolet 2-Door
1951 Chevrolet 2-Door,
2=tone ereen,

Your Murray Natural Gas System is owned and controlled by
the City of Murray and all revenue derived from fife system other
than the cost of operation and retirement of bonds goes into the City's
Treasury for the benefit of all our citizens. Conseq.nently, we have a
low priced fuel plus a new city income which may in tittle supply additional funds for all city activities without the -levying of additional
taxes:
If yott -are now a natural' gas--user, please tell your neighbor
how efficient and economical yottr natural gas is so that they toe,
may use natural gas and help our City's Natural Gas System grow
A nty
to maturi
average customer using natural gas for 190 days the past
season paid only 39c per day for his gas service.
.
If you need help in planning the changeover to natural gas
for heating this season, you should contact your local heating merchant or your Natural Gas System office, phone 366, and tot- ahead
of the late Fall rush.
•
. •
Now is the time to make your heating arangements.

JOHN WATSON or
GALON TREVATHAN

Main Street Motors
_West Kentiicicy's Oldeq
I

TWO BIG HITS !!

SUNDAY-MONDAY

Derby Winner

'Dairy Brand
Mayfield, Kentucky
Grade "A" eastcurizied

1

•

SHOW STARTS DUSK

6:30

FR1.-SAT. --AUG. 23-24

fa:- the Indians. Williams now
leads Yankee star Mickey Mantle by nine- points an the AL
batting race.
Frank Lary pitched his second
straight four-hititer and Harvey
Kuenn, RAy Boone and Al Kaline had two 'hits each for the
tigers. Billy O'Dell was charged
with his seventh loss in rune
decisions for Baltimore.

FOR BETTER BUYS SEE

2r=

OPLN ....

Ryan Milk Company
Murray, Kentucky
Grade "A" Pasteurized

TRUJILLO STARTt 2nd TERM IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

1955 Pontiac 2-Door,'
R&.11, fidramatic, flvotone, sharp.
1954 Pontiac 4-Door
If, hydra., power
steering a n d po w e r
brakes.

DRIVE-IN fheatte

American League

MUM"

"ONLY 4 1957 PONTIACS LEFT"

AILIRAPA

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD
National League
W

111•111/

when judge Leo Birnbaum gave
him two points for his strong
finish in the 10th round.
At the end of the fifth round.
Perez. of Brooklyn was ahead
on the score cards of the three
ring °Beta's because of the drubbing he gave Bell's body with
left hooks. Also because Bell
was slow in finding the range
against Lulu, a speedy bobweaver.
But Bell came on in the
second half of the bout with
left hooks and straight rights to
the head that caused Perez to
do much holding. Bobby weighed
128% pounds to Lulu's surprising
132'1.

1)
(ttitiar

Dealcr

.

GIN. HECTOR B. TRUJIll0 (left) takes the oath of offIce foihis second term ag President of the Dominican Republic from Senate President Portflrio Ilerrera (r;ght) at the Congressional Palace, Ciudad

in mates Is Generalissimo Raphael Trujillo. former President. (International Soundphuto)
-
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this morning at 10
. Churchill Funeral
ho died Wednesday
of 11. T. Waldrop
t night at 6 o'clock
n occasion at which
of entertaining their
arrived at the enere greeted by Mrs.
Bondurant. s Drug Store which
) the fight today as
skuother. in Douglas
1 129 degrees. Both

11

ield its annual club
)n Saturday, August
' the club.
id children are visits during their vacaiana. They reside in
gin his assistantship

All Of Your Typewriter Needs Are Now Available In Murray
WE ARE NOW A FULL DEALER FOR ALL SMITH - CORONA PRODUCTS
STARTS DUSK

Including The New Electric Typewriter

WO BIG HITS!!

41t
ill14q1011111t NEtv,
Aettle
ome.'
,A0
'Aro,

JUST IN TIME FOR

AUG. 25-26

Fall and Back -To -School

”,441,4
.
110

Come in today and see the Smith-C4ona "Eighty - Eight" and the
Smith-Corona Electric. You will he pleased with the many features of these fine office typewriters.

'1106
AGET
ESLEV

BEAUTIFUL
SMITH-CORONA "EIGHTY-EIGHT'
TYPEWRITER
(Electric Model Not Shown)

SMITH-CORONA 'SILENT SUPER
King of the Portables
•

liODLETON • WILLIAM CAMPBELL
'.111.1.1 BRAND • ern. 11,.ce Bennett
•DAVI) WU.8ART
rOSEPT D *411111
•NetRT &K•Ntlit

E OR DIE?
Other Pages
IN
PERSON

es" Himself

SMART, ECONOMICAL PACEMAKER
by SMITH-CORONA
You'll like the style, price and
performance.

SMITH-CORONA STERLING PORTABLE
Top Performance ... Medium Price

NS

Smith-Corona Portables are available in five decorator-styled two
• tone color combinations.

age Show
G. 27th
4

Passes on
Contest
his Issue

•

EPIKMILMEAIPMIIKA
_

!stem

*
*
*
*

Color Speed Keyboard
Page Gage
Quickset Margins
Synchronized Line Space
Lever
*Super-Speed Escapement
* The World's Fastest

controlled by
system other
into the City's
ly, we have a
rrie supply ad.
of additional

Qualified Mechanic With Over 25 Years Experience
Just call and we'll pick up your machine for repair or adjustment.

SMITH-CORONA ELECTRIC PORTABLE
Combines lightness of a portasble with
efficiency of the electric upright.

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

your neighbor
:hat they too,
System grow

of the DAILY LEDGER AND TIMES

days the past

1 natural gas
hi•ating mernd get ahead
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JUST CALL 55 IF YOU DESIRE A DEMONSTRATION IN YOUR OFFICE OR HOME
Ask For Greene O. Wilson

N. Fourth Street

nt.s.

Telephone 55
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believe
The Curds are -there SUM* Ms. folks, and sure they-Can't
over used and enjoyed.
Curd got crippled. .
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Lamb.
Mrs. Buddy Carroll and Diana
of Paducah and Sandy Lemonds Billy Allb-'.tten, Wayne Mathis
of Detroit spent lakt week with Mrs. A. W. Simmons, and Mrs.
. Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Albritten and Jim Allbritten were
Billy, other guests were Mr. and dinner guests of te- George LinMrs. Jimmy Altbritten and Bud- ville, beti. cutting tobacco.' Mr
dy Carroll. They were all Sun- and Mrs. T. C. Smith of Murray
day dinner' guests of Mrs. Jim and Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Morgan and Miss Maynie of Smith of Detroit were afternoon
callers. T. A. Linville was FriParis, Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Barton day night and Saturday guest of
.
and son were Srniday and Sun- the Linvilles.
Mrs. Minnie Adams visited Mr.
day night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Nice cool weatEFF—Thil week George Linville. All _enjoyed a and Mrs. E. N. Wilson and chiland farmers are really busy cut- trip to the lake visiting the rid- dren las, week and attended
The 'Alice Circle of the Worn816-/goiaii. g- tliq'ilding trail at Mrs. §nue, &mai at tbaa'`Satet. Ainpirot,
.1.. Am. ' ' who will ting-,talag.tia4leceViiiithea0this
year ,maker and Mr. Morgan, and Baptist Church. _
"Cv ice' - Miss
—
1:44-13111i41":
. 4.. tobacco
•
. _fin
144
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will---/Ibler-Storte"=l —iiiindaiiii- l\iikNiy: -Th
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for, .ciety of the First Baptist Church o'clock -in the evening.
don't see good luck to all.
Leona
and
still
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first•
now,
my
aroe?al
Saw
Kentucky
ness
the
August 20. at
• was held on Tuesday. August
to her how anything could ever be
Mrs. Roberf-Bilar. chairman of
The center piece of the Cord is still confined
things
20. at two-thirty o'clock in the the circle, presided at the meet- Colonel.
beautiful bride doll. wheel chair with an injured made with one. Lots of old
a
table..was
•afternoon,. .
un
.. es mast
knee, Aunt Ellen Miller of course there we have seen and used
A shoit busins
ing.
g
presented
gin
bride-to-be
The
was
,
in
Life
••Giving the Water of
to her
that are sights for the young
conducted.
.
to
Europe" was the theme of the
'
ets
bu
her attendants
We missmi
;g emojellisaslitnedof
restsiti
is
delicious picnic supper teas
A
program presented with Circle I served. The hostesses .Were Mrs.
Covers were laid for Miss these ladies from church,
COMPLETE DRIVE-IN
AIR-CONDITIONED
in charge with Mrs. J. I. Simons Carl .Rawland and Mrs. Aubrey Suzanne _Nix. Miss Margaret
Bob Hart.sfield is on crutches
Greenfield,
today
as the leader.
Eleanor,
Workmen
—
ROME 111,
Tarry. -11/L'Ss
from cutting his toes badly in
Farmer.
AND
The program was presented as
put finishing touches to the first
and Miss Shell.
a power mower.
SATURDAY
a
around
seated
was
group
the
drive-in theater
S.• •
-style
American
Mr. and Mrs. Lancaster and
table. Tonics were discussed by
io Italy. The theater, located
HUGH
Mrs. Maggie Holland called on
Mrs. Simons. Mrs. Mavis Morris,
on Rome's Chrostopher Columbus
Allbritten
MARLOWE
E.
I.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Ragon
Mrs.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy.
will be open for business
Street,
GOLEEN
McDaniel. Miss Ruth Houston,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Stoessiger, and daughters Sunday afternoon. next week, its owners said.
•Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Miller
and Mrs. - Owen- Billington.
GR
MIAS Jo Ann Shell.. bride-elect of Centralia, Ill., and Mrs. John
and
Mrs. George Upchurch. pro- of Ititui L. Davis, was delight- Marra, of Detroit, Mich., was the were weekend guests of Mr.
PERSONS KILLED
SIX
gram chairman of the WMS. in- fully complimented with a sue- guest over -the_ weekend of Mr. Mrs. Gene White and sons• of
BUENOS AIRES (1R — The
troduced Miss Betty Charles prise coffee recently at the house and Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale. Mr. Paducah.
Transport Ministry said today
Bros. John. Brinn preached his that six persons were killed and
Bondurant and M i es Shirley of Mrs. Vernon Nance, the hos- and Mrs. Gardner Ragsdale. and
Geurin v:no discussed their work tess.'
Mr. and Mrs. Golden Ragsdale. final sermons for the New Prov- 23 others injured in the crack-up
. •.• •
idence Church of Christ second of an express train in a 'desolate
with the Baptist Herne Mission
She was the recipent of many
AOE1E MMA
Board in the _states of Illinois useful kitchen utensils.
'Mr. and Mrs. George Robert Sunday and Sunday night for a region north of -the town of
A A•A• Vim In
end Kansas during the summer.
Those present were Mesdames Wilson and sons, Pete and Steve, while. He. Mrs. Brinn and son Carmen de Patagones Tuesday.
Ploeuclio•
The business session was con- Scott McNabb, Charles Tidwell, of Dayton. Ohio, were the Week- were dinner guests of Mr. and
eia
11••••••41•• 201.•
ducted by Mrs. 0. C. Wells: The Merit: Lawson. Misses Frances end guests of her parents. Mr. Mrs. George Linville and were ;:eee•••••••••••••••••••••••••
opening and closing prayers were Whitnell. Nancy Sykes. Mrs. and Mrs. J..1.1. Linn. Pete and enroute to their new home in
led by WS. Pearl Jenes and Mrs. Lorene Doran.. the hostess and Steve remained for a two weeks' Bay City, Mich., where he will
*AND*
E. C. Jones respectively.
preach, teach in college and take
the honoree.
RI 1-4.
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the most lovable kid
APPROVES COWBOY MUSEUMMr. and Mrs. Oron Hopkins them much _success but hated to
"GUARANTEED PERFECT"
Park,
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far
so
go
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have them
and children
since HUCK FINN and
WASHINGTON -1? — T h e Mich. are the guests of their 'Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker, MarianSocial Cards'
congres- "
House has gi.en final
TOM SAWYER!
faunal recugnitio ..0 a planned parents. Mr.- and Mrs. Amos na, Mrs. Bobby C. Stubblefield,
Monday, August" 21
Hopkins and Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Mrs. Asa Simmons and Iles.
The members of the Ameri- national cue bev hall of fame and
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Phone 1934
after his truck hit a car in this .sented with ehie award at the 6.997 tornadoes were recorded by
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.and the Hill family recentmovie -resort colony. Jenkins re- !VFW's' annual encampment at the C. S. Weather Bureau in the Curd
United States.
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litiami Beach. Fla.. next week.
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Friend's, the Bread of Life is the word of
God which all mankind must partake of, if he
desires eternal. life.
DON'T as the men above, make excuses
when we invite you to the Gospel Feast, for we
. everyone. Come and set et the table
invite
which shall be spread for the f ding of all
t will give
mankind With the spiritual food
soul.
growth to the body and

Hear this' man of God, as he furnishes the
table of your heart with meat and drink which
comes from the living God (I Cor. 10:1-4) and
will satisfy the appetite with. eternal life.
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• The run will begin at 2:30 o'clock so get your guess in
early!
Results will be posted at all three.
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UNWANTED BOYS LEFT IN CHURCH

SPEL
ETING

MURRAY LOAN CO.
to per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 60.-

ASANT
LLEY
of Christ
. 25-31

low word for three days. Classified ado are payable In
advance.

SPECIAL Friday & Saturday. 7
diiece living room suite 11149.95.
7 piece bedroom suite $149.95.
00LEVATOR Refrigerator. Has Salmon & Ray Furniture Co.
A24C
ilenty of storage spece. Call Sam Phone 1824.
#41464-er-32
__"
„--„
,
64!/014411tp
ore TAO'
A24C 'NEW 2"-HEElROO'M .bricic ?mese
, a
181„17 S
near_
GIRL'S 24m Bicycle. Priced to Iiieltrati. PHA- loiii7can be had
sell. Call 1098 or 281-W.
A23C at $300 down.
3 BEDROOM Brick, $875 ddwn. NICE 3 BEDOOM house, ideally
4 bedroom brick $900. down. located
between
college
and
Each has 2 baths and aircondi- Murray; High School. A real bartioner. Near college. Phone 721. gain at $6,500.
TFC SEVERAL choice located farms

FOR SALE
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MO ann.
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I PRIZES!

XTRA LARGE round solid oak
Cable. in _excellent
change Furniture Co., 300 Mayle,_
parte - 1117/.
A24C
•
COMPLETE CARPENTER shop
power tools. Boiscrane planer,
Jointer, drill press with mortising attachments, band saw, sander, grinder, table saw, pauter,
etc. Owner retiring. Can be seen
at T. M. Williams' home. 402 S.
8th St.
A26C

FOR RENT

,,

if your heat goes

NOTICE
I have moved my watch repair
shop to Murray Jewelry Store
slam 4/.1 tlap. Bticia404kisiks.
I will appreciate your businest:
Clifton -Paschall. „
Aug26C

Male Help Wanted

I

DUPLEX APT., one block from EXPERIENCED Body Man. Milst
college. Each apartment has 3 be good. Call 9132, McKeel's
rooms and separate bath. $30. Service Station and Body Shop.
Phone 721.
A24C
A24C
3 ROOM Furnished apt. Heat MALE Investigator 22-28, 2 yrs
and water furnished. First floor. college with typing. Salary $265
Close in, 505 Maple.
A26P plus overtime and car mileage
8 cents per mile. Salesman 224 ROOM APT. with private bath, 28, high school, travel 5 days
electric. heat. Available immed- per week. Salary $300. Salesman
iately. R. W. Churchill, phone 7. 23-W2-yrs. college, salary $375.
Unlimited
Entployment,
•
A26C Jobs
314I,• Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
A24C
VERY NICE 4 room upstairs
apartment.. New I y decorated,
large window fan. T.V. antenna,
private entrance, large balcony,
heat and water furnished. Adults'
USED TRANSIT. John Keck,
only. $55. Must be seen to be
1314 Sycamore, Phone 1035-J.
appreciated. Call 302 or apply
A24P
108 S. 10th St.
A26C

Wanted To Buy

LOST & FOUND

I

I fr..-.t;mg

personality, :Ir. Lam. the rione and notify the police.
ITAD a Wight 1.215. ;Tour busa card which gives the We'll have iior trapped. I'm workband was friendly with Law- names of the attorneys who are ing for a detective agency that
ton
Corning?" I asked
Mrs.' handling my husband's estate. If protects the offices of doctors
Aaron Bedford.
you'll get in touch with them, and deatists on an insurance
"Oh, yes. Aaron didn't make they'll be able to give you any basis. We want to catch Morinformation
you need. I think phine Mary. All we want is to
very close friendships. • He kept
Pretty much to himself, but he you can get in touch with Mrs. have her behind bars. Police can
had a great deal of respect for Wells at that Frostmore Road get the credit. The only thing is,
address in Los Angeles.
I don't want to alarm her unduly,
'Mr. Corning."
"If you're looking for specula- and if I Up off the police now
"They were friendly?"
"Oh, yeii:-Mr. Corning niiide tive - possibtlitirs, -there may -be and they - dtltrt leatehing- the
several deals with -my husband. some of the Texas holdings in place, she'll know it.. She's that
Mr. Corning is a lease hound. He my husband's estate that would smart!"
goes out and lines up properties. Interest you. I'll ring up the atHe extended his hand for the
Sometimes he'll do it on a salary torneys, if you wish, and ask twenty dollars. I handed it to
them
to
extend
every
you
courand bonus basis. Sometimes he'll
him
do it on his own, and then try to tesy."
"When do the people start
"Thank you, thank you very
peddle the leases. My husband
cleaning up the offices?" I
made Several deals with him and much," I said. "I'm very sorry asked.
had the greatest respect for him." to have intruded upon you, but-"
"Seven o'clock," he sal.
"It's quite all right," she said.
"And you're sure all the Cali"I'll be here at seven," I told
fornia property has been sold?" "Really, I've enjoyed talking with
.' "Certainly, all except that des- you. Aaron's death was a great him.
lie n,. ! :ed. That was all there
olate section of desert land, lie 'knock to me, and I have to do
something to keep my mind oc- vias to it.
left it to the niece who was no
cupied. I'm cleaning things out
• • •
cortain there was oil on it."
separating the wheat from
I showed up a few minutes beI said, "I had heard that Lu- and
the
chaff. And there's a terrific fore seven o'clock. The Swede
cille - Patton was going to inherif
amount of chaff."
janitor was listening to a prizequite a bit Of-property when Mr.
"Yes,
I can readily understand fight on the radio. The women
Bedford died."
said, looking down at the who
that,"
I
cleaned up the offices
"That's what she thought,"
clothesbasketa she had filled brought down rubber-tired carHrs. Bedford said, snapping out two
papers.
with
riers
containing various cleaning
the words as though her lips had
"Well, there's one thing:
.been scissors. "I don'atitInk Pve Aaron's friends have been very, paraphernalia with canvas bins
in which they dlimped the con-ever been such a shameless hussy
nice, and that helps a lot. tents of the wastebaskets.
In my life! My husband Was Very very
course, it was terribly sudden,
lonely before he met me. He Of
There 'hadn't been much from
but I-guess that's (Ink best way
went to California, and, believe
the sixth floor, except the things
to go."
me, that creature certainly threw
I thanked her, left the 'office, Mrs. Bedford had thrown away.
her hooks Into him. You should
and hunted up the janitor of the The Swede was still puffing on
have seen the letters she wrote! building.
Ile was a stocky Swede his pipe and listening. te the
My, my! Butter wouldn't have who smoked a stubby pipe
and radio. The prizefight was ever,
melted in her mouth. She want- had bleached-out, blue eyes
that but a disc jockey was putting on
ed her acar uncle Aaron to know
seemed to be covered with an records, and the Swede had his
that he always had a borne with opaque film.
head tilted back, his fingers inher, that his relatives really
Jeaye hige-eine- of -my cards. terlocked behind his neck, a blue ,
aura
Scared for him,, that if he wanted
of contented smoke drifta detective," I said. "I have
to come to Cal,fornia., she'd make reason
to believe that Morphine ing around his closed eges.
a home for him, right there In Mary is going to work this buildI worked fast.
Sacramento, and she didn't want ing tonight." •
There was a raft of personal
a cent of his property. Oh, dear,
"Who bane labsdihine Mary?" correspondenee. Old newspaper
dear, no!"
clippings and various clipped arhe asked.
"Any chance she was sincere?"
"Morphine Mary," I said, "is ticles from the magazines. Aaron
I asked._
one of the slickest dope thieves Bedford. must have kept every"About one chance
• In ten mil- in the business. You have doc- thing.
lion!"
I high 'graded everything I
tors and dentists here in the
"Could you give me the ad- building. They all of them keep could find in a feminine handdress of Mrs. Wells?"
a small supply of narcotics for writing, popped them into my big
She said, "My attorney had a emergency use. Morphine Mary brief case and, abmit the time
W letter from her husband, Drury gets in an office building at night, the Swede Shut ,pff the radio, I
Wale ft was someplace on and she's just about the slickest called it a night.
Frostniore Road."
"She won't be here after midlock picker in the brininess."
"1638 Frostmore Road?" I
He puffed on his pipe and said night," I said.
asked.
"No?"
nothing.
•
-That's it," she said. 1 reI shook my head.
"Now, after the Offices are
member the number now."
"You coorn tomorrow?"
closed," I said. "you keep only
"You don't have that letter one elevator in operation, and
Again I shook my head,
here?"
"Too bad," he said. "You coom
that's down here in the basement.
She shook her- head and said, Right?"
any time."
"I'm just cleaning out some of
I told him I would.
He nodded
'the old correspondence. My husI pulled out a twenty. "I'd like
The Swede took me up in the
band ,was the greatest man to to be on duty tonight, and op- elevator to the ground floor. I
i:ave 'things you ever saw. He's erate that elevator as an assist- went over to the hotel, and caught
got a desk (till of stuff, and that ant janitor."
a plane which left at one o'clock
filing cabinet that you see over
"ion pay me?" he asked.
in the morning...
three was frill of personal cor_
"1 pay vaa," I told him.
respondence."
"Suppose this woman she bane
Detective Donald Lam'a big
"The
cabin‘ is in the room In the elewater. Then you brief rase holds clues hotter
I said,
outer office are business papers, make trouble?"
than he realizea. tle takes them
I take It?"
"No trouble at all," I said. "I out In the next chapter of "You
.She nodded, straightened bark, just want to make certain she's Can Die Laughing" here to.anderkk:tItint tar?.a vela
is the Iiquusw, Pi%
Illetkete, •

'PEACE'' PLANE FOR SALE
BLACKPOOL, Englenu
The plane in which former British Prime Minister Neville Chempertain brought back "peace with
honour" from Munich in 1938
IS up for sale for $8,400.
The Lancashire Aircraft Corp..
owners of the 23-year old De
Havillnd biplane, has decided to
sell the craft used -until recently
to take vacationers -on pleasure
trips around Blackpool Tower.
Chamberlain used the plane to
fly to Munich in 1938 for talks
with Hitler, in a last-hotie attempt to preserve European peace.

GAS HOME HEATERS!

put the heat

ITE.LP WANTE&

AND YOUR FUEL BILLS GO

HEAR HOW

L 0 S T: 8.25 x 21 truck tire,
THIEVES SNUB SWEETS
viniciiy of
mounted on wh:
Murray and Bentua. $5 reward.
SYRACUSE, N. Y. II? -Thieves
Wallace Ozzie, Rt. 6, Benton.
who broke into a truck apparentA28P ly weren't youngsters. Driver Carl
Russell of Gary. Ind., told police
the thieves took nothing when
they opened his truck containing
22,000 peunes of candy.

Iheares emakees

PATROLMAN LOUIS STILLA holds a four-month-old boy In New York
as the infant's 14-month-old brother looks on. Meanwhile, other
Officers were seeking the parents, who abandoned the children in •
Roman Catholic church. With them was a note. saying, "We can't
provide for them," signed. "Mr. and Mrs T. Rey." (Internatibrial)

F

MAN, BOY or Woman to work
LOST: Stanley Dealer's notebook
paper route M Hazel, Ky. Call
and ledger. Reward. Phone 1120.
at Weatherro?d's Cafe.
A24P
ITC

mom maw.a a, Dereantal by Erse

• a..r

DO YOU LACK training. Enroll
now in beauty school. New classes beginning Sept. 9. Complete
course $150 cash, $175 terms.
Everything furnished by school.
1248 hours required, come in
and visit the schoq. Ezell Beauty
School, 208 S. 641 St., Murray,
Ky. Phone 614.
A23C

YOU CAN DIE LAUGHING
By A.A. FAIR (ERLE STANLEY
GARDNER)

IOW

•

av's Puzzle

moan mmo
mom at:40BU 009
mom maa agOMM

ROM

near Murray, city limits. Claude
Miller, Real Estate & Insurance.
Phone 758. 1058. Office over
Bezel' Drug Store.
A24C

L_

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station WPM
. also •
WSIX-TV
CHANNEL II
NASHVILLE
Each

Sunday

1:30 P. M.

Ordinarylreaters pile the beat•up on the cenirrg until some of it
finally seeps down to the living level If you own an ordinary
heater, you know how costly and uncomfortable that system is/
Siegler does just the oppceite ... your floors in every room get
heated first. Heat is not wasted on the ceiling and out the chimney Don't close off rooms this winter and pay high fuel bills
to boot ... order yo9r new Siegler now.

Roll-Around

VACUUM CLEANER
with the amazing new
"DOUBLE-ACTION" Cleaning Unit that remcnes stubborn dirt.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
SIEGLER GUARANTEES MORE AND
HOTTER HEAT OVER YOUR FLOORS

• fennevs swivsl-top
• Seems emombiod for
instant us*
• Extraalarge Throw-away lees

Come

in today! Let us prove it with

SCOTT DRUG CO.

$4995

including
attachments

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

Phone 433

BILBREY'S

512

by Ernie &laminar
AUNT FR tTZt
ALWAYS CURES
THE BLUES BY
WINDOW
SHOPPING

r7
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7
7
77777
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ABBIE an' SLATS

••••

by Raeburn Van Buren

I MUST BE PRETTY DUMB, BILLYERJT I HAVE TO ADMIT TNA7 I
DON'T DIG ANY 0a 7/-4ESE

THAT S BECAUSE YOU'RE
NOT ATTUNED, ROCXy YOU
SEE I PAINT WHAT I rEEL.
INSIDE OF ME:

BUT SUPPOSE THE SAME THING
ISN'T INSIDE OF ME -NOW AM
I SUPPOSED TO APPREGATE
WHAT YOU RE
DOING

PAINTINGS

OF YouRS!

UL' ABNER

SlobbovIan

Whale-Eater

Slobbov;an
Whale

WHOLE
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SHAKING LIKE
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UPPER
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LOWER
SLOBBOVJA
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BACK TO SCHOOL
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A certain man made a great supper and
bade many, but they all with one consent beLuke 14:16-18.
gan to make excuses.
Christ says, I am the bread of Life.
in. 6:48.
Friends, the Bread of Life is the word of
God which all Mankind must partake of, if he
desires

eterpal We.

DON'T as the men above, make excuses
when we invite you to the Gospel Feast, for we
invite everyone. Come and set at the table
which shall be spread for the f ding of all
t will give
_mankind with the spiritual food
soul.
and
growth to the body
Hear this man of God, as he furnishes the
table of your heart with meat and drink which
comes from the living God (I Cor. 10:1-4) and
will satisfy the appetite with. eternal life.
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FREE
* Oil Change
* Lubrication
*.Wash for your Car
* 6 Theatre Passes
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Choice of Lubrication or
Oil Change plus Wash Job

from
BELK-SETTLE

••••

•

• The run will begin at 2:30 o'clock so get your guess in
early!
• Results will be posted at all three.

— and —

• PLUS
10 THEATRE PASSES

6 Theatre Passes
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UNWANTED BOYS LEFT IN CHURCH

SPEL
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pee were far one day, alislinthat sill words Per SOS -- Os
per word ter Uri displk•011eielfled
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ASANT
,LLEY
of Christ
25-31

FOR SALE
'OOLEVATOR Refrigerator. Has
lenty of storage space. Call Sam
ra4ehber, 2260 Extension 65
fore • 700 p.m.
A24C

--s
G4111.48-44,in -BieyClie. _Priced

to
sell. Call 1098 or 261.W.
A23C
3 BEDROOM Brick, $675 cidwn.
4 bedroom brick $900 down.
Each has 2 baths and aircondiWMIII ear college. Phone 721.

00
i0 p.m.
,a 7:30 p.m.

Speaker
el Minister)

SPECIAL Friday & Saturday. 7 near 'Murray city
limits. Claude
piece living room suite $149,95. Miller, Real Estate
& Insurance.
7 piece bedroom suite $149.95 Phone 758, 1058.
Office over
Salmon & Ray Furniture Co. Resell Drug Store.
A24C
Phone 1824.
A24C
EXTRA LARGE round solid oak
.
LeeNEW 2 BEDROOM -laicize ihomso table- in-eaceileze
.pre MIT- St. near college. Ideal 'chaffire Fll1i '01.7-300 Made,
877.
.A24D
doesition. FHA loan_ can be. had phone
-at $300 down.
COMPLETE CARPENTER shop
NICE 3 BEDOOM house, ideally power tools. Boiscrane planer,
located
between
college
and jointer, drill press with mortisMurray High School. A real bar- ing attachments, band saw, sangain at $6,500.
der, grinder, table saw, pauter,
SEVERAL choice located farms etc. Owner retiring. Can be seen
at T. M. Williams' home. 402 S.
8th St.
A26C.
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English Post
s-Rodent
a-Bitter vetch
10-Knockout
(able.) 11-Lily maid of
Astolst
12-Inclined
•
17-Places
20-Surgical thread
1-Annoyed
.1-Reveals
24-Restores to
health •
26- Print.
211-11alls
3o-Rrooks
32-Young girt
33-Come Into OW
34-Portent
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$7--r5,uoch officials
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Ills mrs

sayable Is advance.

t if your heat goetr

NOTICE
I have moved my watch repair
shop to Murray Jewelry Store
negt door to thee-Peoples Bank.
rl will approesne yewr be/frets.
Clifton Paschall.
Aug26C

YOUR FU
BlitS-G0

DO YOU LACK training. Enroll
now in beauty school. New classes beginning Sept. 9. Complete
course $150 cash, $175 terms:
Everything furnished by school.
1248 hours required, come in
and visit the school. Ezell Beauty
School, 208 S. 6th St., Murray,
Ky.'Phone 614.
A23C

FOR RENT

Male Help Wanted
•

•••••••• • • rms.
, • •-••••••-e•••••••••••••••••cmase-b•-•.....

PATROLMAN LOUIS SIMLA holds a four-moth-OM boy In New York
as the infant's 14-month-old brother looks on. Meanwhile, other
officers were seeking the parents, who abandoned the children in a
Roman Catholic church. With them was a note, saying,'We can't
provide for them." signed, "Mr. and Mrs. T. Rey:* (International)

I

DUPLEX APT., one block from EXPERIENCED Body Man. Must
college. Each apartment has 3 be good. Call 9132, McKeel's
rooms and separate bath. 430. Service Station and Body Shop,
Phone 721.
A24C
A24C
3 -ROOM Furnished apt. Heat MALE Investigator 22-28, 2 yrs
and water furnished. First floor. college with typing. Salary $265
Close in, 505 Maple.
A26P plus overtime and car mileage
8 cents per mile. Salesman 224 ROOM Avr. with private bath, 28, high school, travel 5 days
electric heat. Available immed- per week. Salary $300. Salesman
iately. -1V. Chtfithill, phone 'T. 23-28, 2 y.s. .c.iirge, salary $375.
Unlimited
Employment,
A26C Jobs
3141
/
2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
A24C
VERY NICE 4 room upstairs
apartment. Newly decorated,
Iry window an T.V. antenna,
private entrance, large balcony,
heat and water furnished. Adults'
USED TRANSIT. John Keck,
only, $55. Must be seen • to be
1314 Sycamore, Phone 1035-J.
appreciated. Call 302 or apply
A24P
108 S. 10th St.
A28C

Wanted To Buy

LOST & FOUND

I

"PEACE" PLANE FOR SALE

IN111111111111111111•11111111111111111111Melll

BLACKPOOL, Englanu 8 The plane in which former British Prime Minister Neville Chemberlain brought back "peace with
honour" from Munich in 1938
is up_ for sale for $8,400.
The Lancashire Aircraft Corp.,
owneFs of the 23-year old De
HavilInd biplane, has decided to
sell the craft used until recently
to take vacationers on pleasure
trips around Blackpool Tc*ete
Chamberlain used the teazle to
fly to Munich in 1938 for talks
with Hitler, in a last-hour attempt to preserve European peace.

F

GAS HOME HEATERS

put the heat

T-liLP WANTED

AND YOUR FUEL BILLS GO

HEAR HOW

MAN, BOY or Woman to work I
LOST: Stanley Dealer's notebook
paper route in Hazel, Ky. Call
1120
Reward.
Phone
and ledger._
.1TCat
'
Weatherford's Cate.
A24P
L 0-S T: 8.25 x 2.3 !ruck lire,
THIEVES SNUB SWEETS
mounted on
vinici,y of
'Murray and Benton. $5 reward.
SYRACUSE, N. Y. Oft -Thieves
Wellace Uzzle, Rt. 8, Benton.
who broke into a truck apparentA26P ly weren't youngsters. Driver Carl
Russell of Gary. Ind., told police
the thieves took nothing when
they opened his truck containing
22,000 pounds of candy.
4

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
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On
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A.M.
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MIX -TV
CHANNEL 8
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enolloola

personality, Mr. Lam. the ehotie and notify the police.
HAD a
...:a. -four hus- ...it's a card which gives the I We'll have her trapped. I'm workband was (nervily with Law- , names of the attorneys who are ing for a detective agency that
ton
Corning " I asked
Mrs. I handling my husband's estate. If protects the- offices of doctors
Aaron Bedford.
you'll get in touch wan them, and dcritLits on an insurance
"Oh, yes. Aaron d.dn't make they'll be able to give you any basis. We - want to catch Morvery close friendships. He kept information you need. I think phine Mary. MI we want is to
Pretty much to himself, but he you can get tri touch with Mrs. have her behind bars. Police can
bad a great deal of respect for Wells at that Frostmore Road get the credit The only thing as.
address In Los Angeles.
I don't want to alarm her unduly,
*dr. Corning."
"If you're looking for specqht- and if I tip off the police now
"They were friendly?"
"Oh, yes. Mr. Corning made five possibilities, there may be and they start watching the
; -several-nano with my husband. sumo of-ths..Texas holdings in place, she'll know-it. She's- thatMr. Corning' is a lease hound. He my husband's estate that would smart!"
goes out and lines up properties. interest you. I'll ring up the atHe extended his hand for the
Sometimes he'll do it on a salary torneys, if you wish, and ask twenty dollars., I handed it to
extend
them
to
you
every courand bonus basis. Sometimes he'll
do it on his own, and then try to tesy."
"W• hen do the people start
"Thank
you,
you very
thank
peddle the leases. My husband
cleaning
up
the
offices 7" I
much,"
"I'm
I
said.
very
sorry
made ieveral deals with him and
asked.
had the greatest respect for him." to have intruded upon you, but-"
"Seven o'clock," he sail.
"It's quite all right," she said.
"And you're sure all the Call"I'll be here at seven," I told
e`fernia property has been sold?" "Really, I've enjoyed talking with
"Certainly, all except that des- you. Aaron's death was a great him.
me,,,,and
shock
I
.
to
have to do
II. noclded. That was all there
olate section of desert land. He
left it to the niece who was so something to keep my mind oc- was to it.
I'm
cupied.
cleaning
things
out
• • •
cortain there was oil on it."
I showed up a few minutes beI said, "I had heard that Lu- and separating the wheat from
cille Patton was going to inherie the chaff. And there's a terrific fore seven o'clock. The Swede
amount of chaff."
janitor was listening to a prizequite a bit Of property
i when Mr.
"Yes, I can readily understand fight on the radio. The women
Bedford died."
that," I said, looking down at the who
cleaned up the offices
"That's what she thought,"
• Mrs. Bedford isaid, snapping out two clothembaskets she had filled brought down rubber-tired carwith papers.
riers containing various cleaning
the words as though her lips had
"Well, there's one thin g:
.been scissors. "I don't think I've Aaron's friends have been very, paraphernalia with canvas bins
in which they dumped the conever seen- such a shameless hussy
very nice, and that helpit a lot tents of the wastebaskets.
in my life! My husband was very
course, it was terribly sudden,
Of
lonely before he met me. He
There hadn't been much from
but I guess that's the best way
went to California, and, believe
the sixth floor, except the things.
to go."
me, that creature certainly threw
I thanked her, left the office, Mrs. Bedford had thrown away.
her hooks into him. You should
and hunted up the janitor of the The Swede was still puffing on
have seen Ishe letters she wrote! `building. lie was a
stocky Swede his pipe and listening to the
My, my!''Butter wouldn't have who smoked a stubby pipe
and !sidle. The prizefight was over,
melted in her mouth. She want- had bleached-out, blue eyes
that but a disc jockey was putting on
ed her dear uncle Aaron to know seemed to be covered with
records, and the Swede had his
an
that he always had a home with opaque film.
head tilted back, his fingers inher, that his relatives really
I gave him one of my cards. terlocked behind his neck, a blue
*eared for him, that if he wanted
"I'm a detective," I said. "I have aura of contented smoke driftto cowe to Cal•fornia, she'd make reason to believe that Morphine ing around his closed eges.
a home for_ him, right there in Mary is going to work this buildI worked fast.
Sacramento, and she didn't want ing tonight."
There was a raft of personal
a cent of his property. Oh, dear,
"Who bane Morphine Mary?" correspondenee. Old newspaper
dear, no!"
clippings and various clipped arhe asked.
"Any chance she was sineere?"
"Morphine Mary," I said. .!is ticles from the magazines. Aaron
I asked.
one of the slickest dope thieves Bedford. must have kept every"About one chance in ten mil- in the business. You have doc- thing.
lion!"
I high - graded everything I
tors and dentists here in the
"Could you give me the ad- building. They all of them keep could find in a feminine handdress of Mrs. Wells!"
a small supply of narcotics for writing, popped them into my big
She said, "My attorney had a emergency use. Morphine Mary brief case and, about the time
•W letter from her husband. Drury gets in an office building at night, the Swede shut pff the radio, I
Wells.
was someplace on and she's just about the slickest called it a night.
It
Frostmore Road."
"She won't be here after midlock picker in. the business."
"1638 Frostmore Road?" I
He puffed on his pipe and said night," I said.
•
asked.
"No?"
nothing.
"That's it," she said. "I reI shook my head.
"Now, after the ofnces are
member the number now."
"You coom tomorrow?"
closed," I said. "you keep only
"You don't have that letter one ilevator in operation, and
Again I shook my head.
here?"
that's down here in the battlement.
"Too bad," he said. 'You coom
. She shook her head and said, Right?"
any time."
"I'm just cleaning out some of
I told him I would.
He nodded.
the old correspondence. My hus- • I pulled out a twenty. "I'd like
The Swede took me tip in the
band was the greatest man to to be on duty tonight, and .op- elevator to the ground floor. I
save things you ever saw- kle's crate that elevator as an assist- went over to the hotel, and caught
got a desk full of stuff, and that ant janitor."
a plane which left at one o'clock
filing cabinet that you see over
"You pay me?" he asked.
in the morning .
there was full of personal cot
- -,
' "I pay you," I told him.
respondence."
"Suppose this woman she bane
Detective thinsid Lam'a big
I said, "The cabin, is In the room in the elewater. Then you brief cane holds clue's hotter
outer office are .business papers, make trouble?"
than he realites. Ile takes them
.
I take it7"
• "No.eroutzle at all," I paid. "I out in the nest chapter of"Yon
nodded,
She
straightened back, Just want to make certain ghee Can Die- Laughing" here tovery
la the bu 1d,theti lU
ad/170W,
gad iRA.:XPI.I...401:

Corner at 4th & Main

Phone 433

IA

•

Come

-

in today! L*1 us prove it with a hot demonstration,

TO

$49t
BILBREY'S

Ward AutoSupply
e

512 Main

Phone 258

NANCY

I FEEL
VERY
BLUE
TODAY

rotrr

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
SIEGLER GUARANTEES MORE AND
110'1-TER HEAT OVER YOUR FLOORS

• FORUMS twotel-top
• stems assembled for
instamt low
• tatto-Awso llirow-awey ler
RIDUCED

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

-

with the amazing new
"DOUBLE-ACTION" Cleaning Unit that remcnes stubborn dirt.

M.

SCOTT DRUG CO.

Ordinary heaters pile the heat up on the °page until acme of it
finally seeps% down to the living level If you own an ordinary
heater, you know how costly and uncomfortable that system is/
Siegler does just the opposite ... your floors in every room get
heated first. Heat is not wasted on the ceiling and out the chime
nty Don't close off rooms the; winter and pay high fuel bills
to boot ... order your new Siegler now.

VACUUM CLEANER

WNEIS

By AA. FAIR (ERIE STANLEY
GARDNER)
e
br
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SHOPPING
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-BACK-TO-SCHOOL
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SCHOOL
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ABB1E an' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren
THAT S BECAUSE YOU'RE
NOT ATTUNeo, Rocxy, YOU
SEE I PAINT WHAT I PEEL
INSIDE OF ME

I MUST BE PRETTY DUMB, EVI-LY BUT I HAVE TO ADMIT TI4A7 I
DON'T DiG ANY CP THESE
PAINTINGS
OF YOURS?

BUT SUPPOSE THE SAME THING
ISN'T INSIDE OF ME - HOW AM
I SUPPOSED TO APPRECIATE
WHAT YOU'RE
?

LIL' ABNER

Slobbov

Whale

by Al Capp
slobbovian
Whole-Eater
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FARM PAGE

Farm News And Other Items Of Inter•st To Our Readers In The Rural Ar•as And Communities Of Calloway County.

Plan Now FOE Higher Land Values Are Seen Calloway
Seedmg_Nith In Kentucky In Last Of 1957 Boys Are
Bluegrass
ndidates-

••

•
5.‘).
LEXINGTON

•

"

•

•.
4
,
at oaracticalieg_the,higher farm land val- ' level for,two-years
averdeing
ues in Kentucky are 4ikely in S95.II in 1955. and $95.49 for
the last half of' 1957 despite 1956. as of March .1 each year.
By. BARLETTA A. WRATHER
higher interest rates. machinery For the entire 'United States,
• wages and taxes..that ts; farm land values have continued
-One must begin to secure
Kentucky bluegrass seed now to
ming that :he recent iiit to increase, the gain being from
be sown on the lawn, early in creases in prices of farm pro- about 4 percent from 1955 to
'

_NY

tSPOCilii

Good Service Rendered By
SoilConseryationIOffij

week he help cut hay off Mr. soon 'Paul would run out of
*teenage's watt-my/vs. Said Mr. money. He was plowing hirnavit

Johnson, "The yield was very into a big gully.
heavy. The best hay was in the
RIVER ADMIRALS HONORIEDOL
waterway.
• . There, is no waste.) larz`oat.r.:MONTGOMERY Ala. 4111---Six
you have waterways. The year
theAteld
cuitiratign "raft admirals" wefeBy-,ME-94o --11U;HCK.
-were!noes*resent
-gi‘etv
you can take-hliY-Ofr1t!'.7---- odifY -after floating TO - Mobile ' Soil Conservation Service
Dunlicrson, Burna, Ky., J. C
When a field is put in culti- and flying back. The silt teenage
The Livingston County ASC Sullivant, Tiline. Ky., and J. C.
vation leave the waterway in boys made a two-week trip down
'rwo Calloway County Future Office have receivertspecial funds Ellis, Carrsville. Ky.
. grass. Raise your 'Plows when the Alabama River on a rudderFarmers, Charles Outland of Mur- to be used in repairing soil
Plans were made for a -soil
less raft and were given honorary
ft-s'Naining Chapter and Billy conservation practices that -Uve conserva Otr- 1 booth at the -LW- you cros erhe*.waterwa-ys.
I was talking to a man one commissions as rear admirals in
Smith of the Kirksey Chapter, been damaged by the excessive ingston County Fair which will
time about leaving hiswaterways the Alabama Navy by state
are among twelve Kentucky farm •rain that we have had this be held September 27 and 28 at
in
grass when he broke his land. Docks Director Knox McRae.
Several
year.
other counties have the Fair Barn Burna, Kentucky
youths who will be recommended
Why
heck, he said, if a gully
aiso
received
this,
to receive the Future Farmers
special fund.
Others present at the Super- does wash out,
all I have to 40
i ACV will help you repair the visors meeting were; Herbert
of America's highest degree.
is plow is in.
The award, the American Far...following Conservation practices Anderson, Work Unit .,Conserva-.
I pointed ,out to hint that each
mer Degree. will be conferred that have been damaged by heavy tionist; Wayne Williams. Field time he plowed the gully in he
upon the boys selected at the rains: Sod waterways, pond fills Representative, Kentucky Division was robbing valuable top soil

1956. and 7 percent from 1956
September. The seed for a lawn ducts will lie maintained..
The statement was made by to 1957.
should weigh 21 pounds or mo?e
-The increase in Kentucky
_ per bushel and should have a Dr. John Bondurant. agricultural
.'s germination of SS% or more and economist - with the Kentucky land values stems largely from
be free from noxious seeds. This Experiment Station in a bi - ur factors: ill Increased meetIs much better seed than the weekly outlook letter just issued. anization; farmers' desire tu,,,enlargelheir farms to 'utilize their 10th annual national Convention and spillway-C-•drainage ditches. of Soil and Water Resources; and
farmer buys for seeding his pas- The letter continues:
sides. He was borrowing
-Over a period ,,f years, farm labor and equipment more fully 9f FFA in Kansas City October 'and permanent pastures. If you James 0. Burkeen, Soil Conser- from the
ture fields.'You should read the
from Paul to pay Peter. And
would like to receive help in vationist.
'
tag and make sure that, your ;and values tend to follow (usu- and, thereby. reduge costs per 14 to 17.
I planned. a farm for Mr.
'all with a lag of-6 to 12 months) unit of output; (21 The favorable . Presentation of the degree will repairing these Practices. apply
seed are the highest quality.
WATCH OUT TOR COSTLY
pee*
changes in net farm incomes to 1 outlook and increased prices for be made during the convention at the ASC Office. They will Roney J. Johnson, Jr., Burns,
Seeding
TERMITE DAMAO'
be
able
of
to
give
you
For
Evening
an
more
farm
owners.
Net
Auditorium
at
inplan
the
Municipal
Kentucky,
Thursday.
A
incomes
In
last
to
: the general economy create optiThe lawn should be clipped
tormation
farm
operators
City
October
Each
•
increased
Kansas
15.
ithfaM
rm
r.
J
c
to
t
h
u
n
ld
Pleasure
6
o
,
h
r
e
k
r
e
eby
d
outth
w
e
per- unsm regarding the desifability
lw
soans ww
down to about one inch and if
The Livingston County Soil
the clippings are heavy they rent in 1956 as .cornpared with ,f productive farmland as a good degree - winner will receive ,a
DINE and DANCE ran TERMINIK
should be raked :and. removed 1955. However, income from oth- • : _ng-term investment by non- certificate and a gold .key from Conservation District Board of produce the maximum income and
World's
tthe FFA organization, plus a'. Supervisors held their regular yet conserve and build up the
SATURDAY NIGHT
. er sources will also help nilkilt- farrh hr.-- ns..& nd
. the
and the seeds scattered cirj
Largest
Termite
Control
'meeting
Thursday,
-August
15
land.
lawn. The, rain will wash'it down taut or increase farm land val- men. (31 Farm families have ill- cas travel allowanee- from the
at the Ross Room
Organization
Said Mr. Johnson, "I realiy
and bring it into contact with ues. Higher interest 'rates, real creased their income from non- Future Farmers of America.
All Work and Service
appreciate this ,kind of service
the soil. If the soil is reasonably estate 'taxes and other costs di- farm sources. In some areas,
Performed By
y *fu alt are giving. I can more good, one-fourth pound of seed rectly associated with farm land. employment in off-farm work Crops In State
than double the amount of imsown on each 1.000 square feetil will tend to adversely affect has increased, and non - farm
OHIO VALLEY TERIVIINIX
serv.z•es yo•1 are furnishing me
of area will - be sufficient. The farm land values.
.•
wages have continued to increase. Aided By Showers
lint know
We
do
just
farmers
best way to sow _the seed is with; -Farm land values in Ken(CnneIntied from Page Ona)
These'
CORP.
'
ho*Ce10"r
--/.7tp--Ert soh-int-out
1,01TISN'TELE-01=-SUttered
a seeder but if this is not avail- tucky, after declining about '
ease for 1956 in , net farm in- showers during the week "ma- champion. I was an Olympic.,problems.
_ able then the .amount of seed , percent from 1954 to 1955, r
Parlerah, Ky.111
Where
P.O. Box 84
champion and I know how Olymper farm. This resulted
Mr. Johoson has just. completed
terially" helped Kentucky- crops. pic champions fight.
should be divided into two'tiqual
Phone
3-2934
or :.-6698
Fine
Served
Foods
are
prices
T-.rincipallx from higher
pond. He will
according to the crop report
parts. One part should be put
I-ocal Customers or
"However, I was never wor- a nice livestock
good
crop
yields,
and
.
at
tobacco.'
f
putting
water
clean
by
keep
the
Forestry
Deissued .today by the U. S.
In a container and sown in one
Jobs
, alio some increase in 'production partments • of Agriculture and ried. I knew I would win after a woven fence around lie pond
Contact direct or fir Referencl
Reasonable Prices
direction and the ether sowr.
the third round."
Available
But
part,
to
a
deof Performance ot Work call
pet
farm
due,
in
,
f
drink from a
cattle
will
Buffet
Supper or Our
The
Commerce.
_ at right angles to the direction
create in the number of farmers. ' The report said .burley tobacco. Patterson got a $250,000 guar- watering trough below-- the pond
.of. 'the first seeding. Seees shoulci Replacements Few
Delicious Prime Ribs
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
-The gap between cash receipts cutting is well started but har- antee for th4 fight and his
Mr. Johnson has worked up
be sown when the wind- is not
and Steaks
.
.
manager,
Cus
D'amato,
said
he
Murray, Ky.
Phone 262
land
values
and
per
acre
.since
blowing as bluegrass seed is very
,Abut
o 1.200 jobs in forestry ! 1.951 __may be explained 'princi- vesting of the other four types would take every cent of it. a plan for a, watering trough
me
can drink from
cattle
whereby
grown in the state is not so
w
retrain -vataffr thLX - -year.
"We are going to take the
. first three of the far along.
one side and hogs from another
says James - Newman,' Kentucky pally by the
f-,ur ''factors mentioned above. -Size and resulant yield pros- ,9250.000 despite the fact that The watering trough is arranged
Agricultural Extension - gersIce
promoter
will
lose
money."
'the
For example, the average size pects are quite variable, but
,so that three fields can be waterDULLS SURPRISES NEWSMEN'tires:et: young men are not gofarm in Kentucky increased most of the tobacco crop has[D'Amato said. "But I want to ed from the same trough.
ing into the field. in such num•say that Seattle is a great sports
fr.irn 89 aores.in 1950 to 93 acres- made considerable its *usual re- town. They should hate a
major ,I Mr. Johnson thinks waterways
WASHINGTON e - Seeretary bers as rtrnterly. •
We will accept your ASC orders for lime .spreading.
-fts 1954. Despite the slight deare a piofitabi.! investment. Last
of State John Foster Dulles and . Newman notes that the Ken- crease in cash receipts.'good farm markable recovery, so hat; pros- league franchise here."
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
pectS
are
better
than
expected
Neither Patterson nor RadeWashington newsmen today agre- tucky Divsli.on of Forestry cou:d
for lime, instea d of the Calloway County Soil ImFLOODS HITS INDIA
ed that official communiques on place an additional 16 gradua•eS. :and has contintfed to sell readi- a month or so ago.' the -report macher revealed their future
provement Association.
CALCUTTA, india (114 -Overplans. But there didn't appear
international meetings aren't too: In addition, other state forestry- ly at higher prices and suburban added.
We will give the same courteous service we have
Corn prospects in the state to be much on the horizon in flowing rivers have inundated
informatiVe. Newsmen had known divisions and the U. S. Forest ' and industrial expansion has dere termed generally good al- ;the way of opposition for the villages -and flooded thousands
given the last twelve yeas.
this for years.'They were sur- SerVice have numerous vacaeies. creased thesupplya ,
the continuing increase of though some late .c trn "has an ohampion; and as for Rademacher of homes In east and north
prised. hoWever, to hear Dulles.
In
. forestry school grad- 1 and
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
an - old hand at communique uates totaled 2.321: in 1955, only new industries has provided ad- uncertain prospect depending on he will have a rough time taking central India, officials reported
early fall weather.
on any of the top 10 rated today. •Hardest hit were natives
writing. admit it
Phiqt.,
1219
Hazel Highway
829 young men graduated. as ili;.ional opportunities for farm
The report said hay supplies heavyweights.
owners te live on the farm and
living in bamboo huts.
furesers.
•
abundant,
winter
should
be
this
also
obtain employment at 'offIn addition' to State and fedCAi
despite the fact that the qt:
jobs."
ritivbsi eral forest
service Vacancies, in-, farm
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Attention Farmers

11100 Of-STRUCTIvE no
FR-E.t INSI•tt

TERMITES
-Licensed and Insured3a.an
Phois. 5.41

Kelley's Pest
Control

dustry is picking up foresters as -Other -Treads_ hi- Land Values,,
"Otherfarm land values may
fa • as
. Industry has
average beginning sala'ry
S4.- increase slightly in the next six
500 for f•E•estees; federal sereices, months. Farm land values have
are abuts' $4.210 annually, vary- been increasing"since 1933 exing in certain areas. for begin- cept for a leveling off and a
ners. Mos:* slates are_increasing slight decrease for Kentucky in
•%eir beginning salaries f..r f, re- the period 1953-54. From March
- rs., lo compete with private 1.' 1951 to the same date th.

niustry.
Newman noted that the UMrsity fif Kentucky has e two• ar pre-forestry course before
• uctents transfer to one of 26
rredited Miestry schools in 'he
4,Yr- on he
"
-net:imam-arse and U.SrschOrdS.is- availa-•
from Prof. 0. M. Davenport,
restry Department, University
Ker.•ucky Lexincret

SPECIAL ONE WEEK ONLY
Capital Aluminum Storm Doors
• TV Thick, two screens, storm glasses,
complete installation.

r,g S41 50
Special! S37.50
BUCY BUILDING SUPPLIES
Concord Road

Phone 997

FARMERS -HOME Owners
LET US

SPRAY

year, values increased
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of early hay was lowered by
summer rains. Late hay plantings
were termed. good.
Pastures in western Kentucky
are in good condition but those
In the eastern portion are in
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Match • • •

states except four, Colorado. Nebraska, New Mexico and Wyoming. There -they decreased. Farm
(Dentlistred from Page One)
enlargement has influenced the Tubby. Taylor and Audrey Sunincrease in land values in In- :Pons. Bob Williams and Bob
Bob-- Miller and Fat rdiana,- Dor - -example,
- other
inidwestern states more than in man Granam.
The first flight pairings are as
Kentucky and the rest-.of. the
follows: Henry Holton and VerUnited States.
"In the last two years, values non Stubblefield, Max. Beale and
in the ',southeastern and north- Howard Koenen, Howard Titseastern have increased' at about worth and Pete Purdom, Jack
the same rate as the midwestern. Ryan and C. C. Lowery, Jim
.states. Apparently inflation (set- Clopton and Charles Sexton, Ed
cept in agricultural prices) - and Griffin aanndd JGlen P
waicieso
, inLgelaes
n
increasing needs of space for a Wallia
Crowing population are primary Collie and Bethel Richardson,
factors influencing the increase Bill Ferguson and Charles Clarke
in land values in addition to Buist Scott and Cook Sanders
commercial farmers seeking moire Howard Olila and Russell Johnland for farm enlargement son. Hugh Oakley and William
Thousands of farms are still be- Nash, E. B. Howton and Cecil
low optimum acreage for effici- Farris. Jim Hart and Ty „Rol-em use of lat;or, machinery, and land, M. C. Ellis and Wells Putequipment.
dorn. Sr., Nat Ryan Hughes and
In the United States, cdsh re- Wells Purdorn. Jr. •
ceipts from farming,for the first
slit months of this year were
RACINE. Wis. t - Dog warslightly higher than for. the first den Both File picked up a box
half of 1956. Price increases, at thc post office, . but wishes
averakiffig 3 .kercent, more than he hadn't, The box contained a
offset decrease in the volume- of skunk which, had been annoying
1 farm products sold.'
the post office, .
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Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

YOUR HOME,BARN or

BUSINE5S HOUSE
• EXCEL1.ENT WORK
• COMPLETE JOB

Metal Roofs Sprayed With Asphalt Base ,
Aluminum Paint'
THIS WORK GUARANTEED
SURPLUS WORK CLOTHES
For Farmers, Fishermen, Welders, Body Men
In White, Khaki, Green, Blue-,
ALL POPULAR SIZES

GIMBEL REAVES
Lrus Grove Highway,

-

Phone 184-W

August 20, 1957

'9tf

TOTAL HEAD 812

Good Quality Fat Steers
Med. Quality Butcher Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
Bulls

$20.00-22.00
15.00-19.00

VEALS --Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts

Sootily
cloudy
scattered
and scatt
night. H:
tonight I
,.and mild
wof showe

15.00-22.00
11.50-13.20
6.00-11.00
15.60 down

24.20
22.40
'19.70
6.00-17.50

..... .

itOGS 200 to 250 pounds
180 to 195 pounds

'19.65
18.75

MONEY BACKemotoothe
IF IT KNOCKS IN YOUR CAR...
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